
Research Strategy--Spring 2020 

• Finding the Law 

• Reading the Law 

• Updating the Law 

• Christopher & Jill Wren, The Legal Research Manual
(2d ed. 1986)



Goal

• Find mandatory authority. (Wren chart)
Illinois Supreme  Court 

• Use persuasive authority when:
– No mandatory exists
– Weak mandatory
– Challenge the mandatory



Research Issues

• Did the court err in convicting Anders of felony 
murder? 

• Were Anders’ incriminating statements made 
during a “custodial interrogation” or during an 
“investigative interrogation”? 



Thinking about the Problem

• You need search terms.  Use TARP (things, 
action, relief, parties) to determine facts and 
legal theories

• May not succeed at first, but must start 
somewhere.



Finding the Law—Search Methods

• Index

• Topic (Table of Contents)

• Known-authority (start with a known primary or 
secondary source on point)

• Full text searching (online only)

• Some combination of these



Finding the Law
• Start with secondary sources?  

• Check for constitutional provisions and statutes.

1. Felony murder: 720 ILCS 5/9-1(a)(3)
2. Forcible felony:720 ILCS 5/2-8 
3. Residential burglary: 720 ILCS 5/19-3(a)
4. U.S. Const. amend. V 

• Try to find leading case(s).

• Use leading case(s) to find cases from your jurisdiction. 



Narrative Secondary Sources

• Books
• American Law Reports (ALR)
• Encyclopedias (national & state)
• Legal periodicals
• Restatements



Why Use Secondary Sources ?

• To determine what law applies

• For analysis of the law

• To find jargon in the area

• To learn the black letter rules

• To identify important primary sources



Lexis/Westlaw/Bloomberg Law Search 
Methods 

Terms and Connectors
v.

Natural Language



Terms and Connectors
• Must link terms with connectors (/p, /s, +3)

• Phrases in quotation marks

• Allows truncation (*, ?, and !)

• Only retrieves docs within search parameters

• No term-dropping



Natural Language

• String together words that might be relevant

• No truncation or connectors

• Enclose phrases in quotation marks

• String alternative terms together

• Some term-dropping to achieve results



Felony Murder Issue

Secondary Sources > Leading Cases > Headnotes & 
Controlled Indexing > TOA > Citators > Cases & 

Secondary Sources



Searched an Illinois encyclopedia on Westlaw



Relevant entry on felony murder



Illinois encyclopedia refers to a law review article

Use the article for context and cites to primary authorities



Encyclopedia provides relevant text



Secondary source cites relevant cases



This is an Illinois case of felony murder during a robbery. 
Is there a case involving “residential burglary”?

The headnote’s topic seems good. Lowery topic and 
key number is 203k607. Is there a better key number?



Search the Westlaw Key Numbers 

Lowery: 203K607

Felony murder during burglary



Limit the 9 burglary/trespass cases to 3 “residential burglary” cases 



Recent Illinois case citing the relevant statutes and 
providing a good topic and key number



Other seemingly relevant headnotes and key numbers 



Brown is recent (2015). Check its TOA for earlier cases on point 



More on Finding the Law

Use Shepard’s, KeyCite or BCite to find 
additional cases and secondary sources



KeyCite Klebanowski to get more cases on point 



You can limit your citator search by headnotes 

Another good topic and key number: 203k588



Six citing cases for Headnote #1



Note the citing Secondary Sources under Citing References



Note the citing Secondary Sources under “Citing References”



Look for Illinois cases in the ALR



See Illinois cases under these topics



Updating the Law 

• Cases 
-- Shepard’s, KeyCite or BCite: Watch for negative 
history and treatment cases.

• Statutes 
-- Shepard’s or KeyCite: Watch for legislative and 
judicial treatment
-- BCite: Can only watch for judicial treatment



Check citator for validity of your case

Notice the KeyCite yellow flag



Check citator for validity of your case 

Many cases cite Klebanowski positively



Full Text Journals & Law Reviews
• Westlaw: Secondary Sources > Law Reviews and Journals

• Lexis Advance: Secondary Materials > Law Reviews & 
Journals

• Bloomberg Law : All Legal content Search > U.S. Secondary 
Sources > Law Reviews & Journals 

• Selected journals

• HeinOnline: More comprehensive coverage then Lexis 
Advance, Westlaw, Bloomberg Law (PDF)



Advanced search on Lexis: 3 articles 

Searching for journal articles on Lexis 



Advanced search on Westlaw: 4 articles 

Searching for journal articles on Westlaw 



These bills are one of the reasons for statute’s yellow flag



Custodial Interrogation

Secondary source > Leading Cases > Headnotes & 
Controlled Indexing > Lexis Topic Summaries > 

Secondary Source



Begin with same state encyclopedia 



See People V. Dunn case referred to in footnote 4

“Investigative” interrogation v. “custodial” interrogation 



See Headnote #9 and its topic and key number: 110k411.22

Run 110k411.22 in Illinois to get more cases  



Other seemingly relevant and recent cases under 110k411.22



Let’s switch to Lexis’s controlled indexing for Dunn



Click “Get documents” to use Lexis’s controlled indexing 

Headnote #6 seems relevant 



Limit the cases to Illinois courts 



Use “Search Within Results” to further limit cases retrieved

factors /s custodial



Switch results display to Court (highest) by date (newest)

People v. Smith is the latest Illinois Supreme Court decision



Use Lexis topic summary



Defaults to a federal summary, but see the Illinois summary



Note the “Seminal Cases”



“custodial interrogation” search in Lexis’s Illinois treatises



Language associated with footnote 40 seems relevant 



See Headnote #4 in Schoening about interrogation in a home 



When Should I Stop?

• Stop when find same sources through independent means.

• Have you looked in the really important places? 

• Did you update everything?

• Do you understand the law?  If not, you are definitely not 
done!

• You are probably not going to find all law on an issue!



There is no one right way to do research.

Master a wide variety of research tools 
to develop an effective method.



THE END
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